PCMCIA Storage Cases & Mobile RJ-11 Telephone Cable Interface
Overview
pocket-sized SingleStore
TCardsheprotects
Type I and II PCMCIA
in durable vinyl for easy
storage and portability. Molded
from durable vinyl, the
SingleStore offers an economical
solution to your mobile data
storage requirements. It features
a molded inner lip that holds the
memory card securely in place.
SecureStore provides the
ultimate in shock protection for
rotating memory cards. It
protects Type III Cards in a
molded durable polypropylene
case with thermoplastic rubber
tray for superior shock
absorption. It was designed to
meet stringent industry drop
standards. Why risk losing
valuable data because your card
is not properly stored?
Perimeter connection of the
tray to the base forms an air and
water-tight gasket. A state-ofthe-art snap lock assures positive
closure. SecureStore is available
in three colors: black, red, or
blue.
MaxStore provides a portable
solution to multiple PCMCIA card
storage. Whether in the desktop
or in transit, MaxStore protects
and secures all types of PCMCIA
cards.
MaxStore protects up to six
Type I or Type II Cards, or three
Type III Cards, or any

combination thereof. The “C”
shaped holders are designed to
individually lock the PCMCIA
cards into place. A state-of-theart external slide lock releases the
holders for easy access to the
cards or secures them for travel.
Mobile RJ-11 Telephone
Cable Interface is an internal,
2.4m RJ-11 cable that easily
extends and retracts for
convenient storage and use. It
offers an efficient alternative to
loose and tangled cables. Mobile
RJ-11 is designed to share the
same footprint as a standard
PCMCIA card to provide ease of
use and efficiency. This means
you can carry it along in your
MaxStore PCMCIA storage case.
The reel component on
Mobile RJ-11 features a molded
finger recess for smooth, easy
winding and is molded from
durable acetal providing
frictionless action. The Mobile
RJ-11 connector retracts into its
original position after use.
All PCMCIA Storage Cases
and the Mobile RJ-11 Telephone
Cable Interface are Guaranteed
for Life!

Key Features

Protect your PCMCIA
cards against harmful
infiltration of dust and debris
that can impair performance
life!
Mobile RJ-11 easily
extends and retracts for
convenient storage and use

Ordering Information
This information will help you place your order quickly.
PRODUCT NAME

ORDER CODE

SingleStore .............................................................................AC103
SecureStore—Black ...............................................................AC104
SecureStore—Red..................................................................AC105
SecureStore—Blue.................................................................AC106
Mobile RJ-11 ..........................................................................AC108

